What I’ve Learned: Derek Ingram
Head Men’s Coach, Golf Canada
Interview by Paul Ramee, Jr.
When it was time for Proponent Group
member Henry Brunton to move on as head
coach of the Canadian Men’s National Amateur Golf Team, the obvious choice to succeed Brunton was Derek Ingram. Two years
ago almost to the day, Winnipeg native Ingram gave notice he was leaving as head
coach of the women’s national team to take
the helm of the men’s squad. The only twotime recipient of the PGA of Canada’s Teacher of the Year Award,
Ingram had served five years previously as men’s assistant
coach, a post that put him under the direct tutelage of Brunton.
Golf Canada’s Chief Sport Officer Jeff Thompson called Derek a
“proven, world-caliber coach and gifted teacher with the ability
to both educate and motivate high performance athletes.” Paul
Ramee, Jr., took a journalistic turn to the north in selecting Ingram for this month’s What I’ve Learned interview.

importance of the coaching aspect from my playing days. I was
fortunate to become a head professional at a fairly early age
and after a few years I resigned the position to play the Canadian Tour. Going on tour did not work out as I would have liked.
The fact is that I had no coach or swing instructor while I competed. I knew if I could provide that role, my players would get
much better results.
Talk about the day-to-day diﬀerences between traditional
instruction and what you do.
As a coach there are so many additional facets to the work,
over what you do in the customary teaching role. I thoroughly
enjoy the complexity of my position. My work with students
involves their scheduling, working with them on their mental
game and all aspects of golf performance. Being their coach
allows me to be in control of all aspects of their preparation.
Who were your major influences?
My predecessor, Henry Brunton, was a great influence on
my career. Henry helped me craft my coaching philosophy.
Garth Goodbrandson, who was a good friend of Moe Norman,
has had a major impact on my development and we have done
a lot of coaching together over the years. I have spent a lot of
time with Chuck Cook as well. I went to visit Chuck and spent a
lot of time watching him work with students. There are many
others and over the years I have spent a lot of time and money
seeking out the best teachers and coaches and picking their
brain and watching them work with students.

Tell us a bit about how you got into golf and why you
choose to become a golf instructor.
As a junior golfer I had average ability. We were not a country club family and I typically only played a couple of junior
events a summer. The truth is I never actually had a formal golf
lesson. Growing up I was fortunate to have a mentor named
Jim Doyle, he was a great player and won the 1968 Canadian
Amateur. Jim helped me immensely.
I dreamed about playing college golf, but never gave much
thought to becoming a golf professional. I attended the University of Manitoba and after one year I arranged seven tryouts
with junior colleges in Texas. I was accepted as a transfer by
Paris Junior College in Paris, Texas, and played on that team
for a year. I scored pretty
well and received oﬀers
from Division I and II
schools, but decided to
return to the University of
Manitoba and pursue a
science degree. After
graduation I took a year oﬀ
and chose to become an
assistant golf professional.
That was 22 years ago. It
was the right decision.

As someone who has coached both men and women at the
highest levels, tell us what the diﬀerences are between the
two processes.
I always tell women that the ball does not know the diﬀerence
between male or female.
In some cases women
are more receptive, they
are like an open book and
you may not have to earn
their respect, they are
willing to show you that
respect from the start.
With men you often
have to earn their respect
either by having a strong
playing ability or when
they realize you have the
knowledge.

Why did you choose to
be a "coach" rather than
just a "swing instructor"?
It really just evolved. I
started as a swing instructor and while I still love the
technical side of the instruction I realized the
Team Canada accesses the country’s Olympic coaches to hone its training regimens.
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What sort of access do
you have to top
coaches in other sports
through Team Canada
and what are you learning from them?

As a member of the National Coaching Institute which has
set the standard for Olympic coaches I have had the ability to
share ideas with coaches from other sports. Interacting with
these other members of NCI has exposed me to great sports
psychologists, physiologists and nutritionists. The understandings I have come to from our interactions include the importance of yearly planning and what type of training is appropriate
when. We talk a lot about knowing when to train and when to
peak. I have also learned why it is important for our golfers to
taper so they can achieve their peak output when needed.
In addition, I have had to become much more professional in
my approach to documenting and tracking performance.

be the expert on the game and it’s up to them to be the expert
on their game. There is nothing more important than knowing
yourself and your game.

Talk about golf relative to other Olympic sports, from a
training perspective.
Athletes in other sports tend to have one major a year,
where golf has four majors a year and tournaments every week.
Athletes in other sports typically have nationals or the world
championships once a year and meanwhile they’re preparing
for the “real major,” the Olympics, which only occurs once
every four years. So they really have to train and peak at the
right time. As a golfer if you play poorly in a major there are
three others and if you play poorly in a tournament there is another one the next week. I also tend to believe that golfers play
too much and undertrain and that the training we do as golfers
does not resemble how we play the sport on the golf course.

It seems like it would be a diﬃcult task in your climate to
produce top-caliber players but Canada has done very well
delivering players to the PGA and LPGA Tours. How has an
icy country like Canada become a serious golfing power?
It has its positives and negatives, obviously more negatives.
When you are working inside in the winter you can make swing
changes without the player worrying about “getting the ball in
the hole,” so that is a positive. But there is no substitute for
getting out and playing, so we do head to the U.S. and conduct
our winter training at facilities in Florida, Texas and Arizona.
Another advantage is that the weather does toughen my players up. When you are playing in the spring and fall and the conditions are not perfect you learn to hit a variety of shots.

Is there a facet of golf coaching that you see as being outfront compared to other sports?
I believe that golf instructors and golf coaches are some of
the best innovators when it comes to how we work with our
students. I also believe that we have
an advantage to increase training in
the future. For example, while the
United States has a great tournament
system with the AJGA and college
golf, there is generally not a lot of room
for training or peaking. The North
American system creates seasoned
players that learn to compete early and
very well but they may lack in some
other areas of development. Other
countries tend to spend more time on
the development of skills.

Would you oﬀer any advice for teachers who want to create
more of a coaching model? Do you use what you do as a
coach with the competitive players with other amateurs
that you teach? In what ways?
I look at the coaching model and I
really think it’s the way to go. Maybe
not with the entire program, but definitely with a portion of your program.
It’s a model that lets you really help
players with every aspect of their
game. If you do it correctly, you will
certainly stand to make more money,
but you are also giving more value and
you are creating a deeper relationship
with your students. You don’t need to
start with the scratch golfer. Take a 15handicap and turn him into a 10 or
start with the younger players who
may have more time to dedicate.

Do you believe in competitive golfers having access to a team of specialists such as nutrition, fitness,
stats, short game, equipment, etc.?
To build a champion golfer it is important to have a team around them.
However, in some cases I believe the
“entourage” mentality is overdone.
Players have access to a home coach,
college coach, parents, strength
coach, short game coach, sports psychologist, nutritionist, caddie, etc.
What we have to remember is that
everyone has diﬀerent needs and the
player needs to be “the captain of the
ship” and the expert on themselves. I
tell them all the time it is up to me to

Can the local teacher create a similar environment of specialists? Are you seeing more of this type of arrangement
outside the Canadian national team?
Absolutely, and we are seeing hotbeds created by instructors around the world. There are plenty of good teachers who
are creating nice programs that address all the needs of their
students. More and more teachers are realizing that it is ok to
“pass students along” to an expert in a certain field.

Ingram is a fan of using specialists to build champions.
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You have two sons, how will you
coach them in the game diﬀerently
than you learned the game if and
when they want to start playing?
My sons are 12 and 9 and I take a very
soft approach to their instruction. We
have given them the opportunity to
play golf and I have not coached them
yet. The values I have shared are that
they have to play fast, play by the
rules and love the game. My responsibility now is to be a good role model
and the day may come when I need to
coach them. But I will wait until they
ask me for help.

